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1955 MG TD

1913 Humberette

1930 Ford Model A Roadster

1966 Jaguar Etype Roadster

1968 Mercedes Benz 280SE Auto

1977 VW Beetle 1600 SP

1968 Valiant Barracuda

1998 BMW z3 Roadster

1957 Austin Healey 100/6

1970 Cadillac Fleetwood Elderado 8.2L

EXCEPTIONAL CARS OFFERED FOR SALE

DELIVERING YOUR DREAMS ONE CAR AT A TIME.
Brian Noik  ::    Tel: 082 416 9584    ::    www.oldcars.co.za    ::    brian@noik.co.za

Follow me on F facebook T twitter I instagram using@oldcarssa

Are you selling an exceptional car? Call us!

1992 BMW 850i
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EDITORIAL
Brian Askew

GREETINGS FROM THE DAM

I’m told that classic car prices continued to grow in 2021, 
with an estimated 20% rise in the number of transactions, 
and rising values paid. Supply chain delays, inflation and 
the growing wealth of HNWs (that’s high-net-wealth in-
dividuals – not us) all helped fuel the classic car market. 
Online auctions have apparently soared over the past two 
years, allowing potential buyers to bid on classic cars from 
any location. Data from Hagerty US, which specializes 
in collectible car analytics, shows that in 2020 the value 
spent on online car auctions doubled from 2019. Then it 
doubled again in 2021, racking up over $1bn. The good 
news is the VVC members are already in this particular 
game – some more so than others. 

There are a number of opportunities in South Africa to bid 
online on assorted classic vehicles. One is run by Classic 
Car Africa, which always has some interesting vehicles on 
an ongoing basis. 

Another is the upcoming “Italian Job” at Monte Casino. 
News24 tells us: “Car collectors are gearing up for an 
exclusive classic car sale that will see more than 30 Ital-
ian-designed vehicles go under the hammer, along with 
more than 30 American-built ones, at an exceptional auc-
tion in July. It’s very seldom that so many extraordinary 
vehicles will be found under one roof, and these stellar 
gems are all up for grabs at one event next month.

South Africa will host one of the most spectacular mul-
ti-million-dollar classic car auction events on the 2022 
global calendar at Montecasino on 2 July. More than 115 
exclusive models will go under the hammer amid a boom-
ing international collector market. Creative Rides Classic 
and Collectables Auctions will present the unreserved and 
reserved sale, which has now been dubbed The Italian Job 
(after the classic 1969 Michael Caine movie) by insiders 
because of the astonishing collection of rare, sought-after 
Italian automobiles on the block, say the organisers.”

So? Think 1968 Ferrari 365 GT 2+2, 1998 Ferrari 550 Ma-
ranello, 1984 Alfa GTV 6 3-litre or 1957 Vespa Mark 2. Any 
HNWs around?

On to my editorial gratitude. Thanks to John Allison for 
his heartfelt remembrance of John Meeks, Roger Hought-
on for his Doctor Tromp’s Toyopet, Hagerty for enduring 
my continual theft of ideas and text and all the usual con-
tributors – would not be here without you.

Stay warm and drive safely.

Brian
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FROM THE 
CHAIRMAN’S DESK
Brian Noik

CHAIRMANS REPORT

I am finding it harder and harder to find bits and pieces for 
cars, many companies do not keep large stock holdings 
- for example a bolt and hut supplier in Randburg, who 
used to keep unusual sizes and threads has not restocked. 

I was recently told it is impossible to find a stock of Au-
tomotive leather in Red which was needed to complete 
a car restoration. I took the challenge to find same and I 
made at least 25 phone calls, and was told nobody could 
help as was no longer available, one company offered to 
produce if I bought 25 hides - I needed five hides. I nearly 
gave up and after talking with a VVC member, the leather 
was sourced and delivered within three days. 

The days of walking into a parts supplier and the Micro-
fiche (or computer)  being referenced and an available 
part being fetched  from the back store is now a rarity.  
The same can be said for craftsmen and tradesman need-
ed for technical job.

Our pitiful rands do not go very far when ordering parts 
internationally, a network with fellow club members and 
enthusiasts can hopefully help locally.

Member Richard Gundersen had a suggestion of publish-
ing a directory for listing suppliers and craftsmen, and the 
like, which would be beneficial to the collector hobby. The 
newsletter already has a short section which could be built 
on. Please submit any contacts you think could help your 
fellow member. 

Next time you need a part or specialist, chat to your fel-
low club members, they may have had a past experience 
which could be helpful, both good or bad.

Well done to Steffan Liebenberg who signed up five new 
club members at the last club meeting.

I met with the representatives from Johannesburg Prop-
erty Company, with regards to extending the clubhouse 

lease. The City are now very much against renting prop-
erties to clubs and associations for minimal amounts and 
now they require tenants to use the facilities for generat-
ing profit which is put back into the city and community. I 
have asked the committee to look at a Plan B in the event 
our rent becomes unsustainable.  We are also investigat-
ing our clubhouse falling under Johannesburg parks um-
brella, I hope to have a report back soon.  

I was saddened to hear of the recent passing of John 
Meeks, an erstwhile member, known to all of us, John was 
still very active in the Southern Cape club. 

Clive Woolley has been unwell, wishing him a speedy re-
covery. 

Regs are out for the Magnum Rally, they can be down-
loaded from the Events section of club website, this is a 
very well attended event and Peter Anneck Hahn is the 
SAVVA Steward for the event. 

The Annual General meeting is coming up. Please let us 
have your nominations for the committee. 

Our next club meeting is on the 26th of June, and the 
theme will be German cars. 

Until then, Happy motoring!

Brian
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NEW 
MEMBERS
Karen Kaiser

NEW MEMBERS FOR THE JULY 2022 NEWSLETTER

This month I welcome the following new members: 
Roshan and Mantsha Madhav from Highland North, 
Santosh and Rena Singh from Rosevelt Park, Cary and 
Berelize de Sousa from Emmarentia, Frank and Fiona 
Snyckers from Parkmore, Charl and Karien Van Deven-
ter from Midstream. The vehicles include VW Beetle, 
Mercedes Benz, BMW and Phantom II. We hope to see 
you often at the various club events. 

The subscriptions for the 2022/23 club year will be 
due on the 1st of July 2022. I have started sending out 
subscription renewal forms by e-mail or you can col-
lect yours at the Sunday Club meeting. The subscrip-
tion fee will revert to the pre-covid amounts: R425 and 
R300 respectively for ordinary and country members – 
e-mailed newsletters. R600 and R475 for ordinary and 
country memberships printed newsletters. Thank you 
to the members who have already made the payments. 

The Banking details are: The Vintage and Veter-
an Club, Nedbank Benmore Gardens, Branch Code 
197305 Account number 1973038617. Please use your 
name or membership number as reference.

We asked The Monday Club ladies to not only sell the 
scones but also chocolate cupcakes. I can inform you 
that the cupcakes were no competition to the popular 
scones. The ladies remained very diplomatic and did 
NOT say: We told you so.

In addition to the light blue club shirts (men and ladies 
designs) we now have stock of the dark blue jerseys 
and caps both with the VVC logo. R375 for a jersey and 
R100 for a cap.

I have been contacted by Howard Starkey: a visitor to the 
VVC. He has a three-set Spare Parts Manual (copy) – Vol-
ume 1, Parts 1 & 2 – and Volume 2 for sale for a Jaguar XK 
150s – R300 as well as an original bound Repair Manual, 
written in English for a Citroen 2CV -  R500. If you are in-
terested please call Howard on 0828504999.

The Annual General Meeting will be held on the 28th of 
August 2022. Full details will be posted in the August 
2022 Newsletter.

Karen Kaiser
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BIRTHDAYS
Karen Kaiser

HappyBirthdayHappyBirthday

MILK BAR IS OPEN! - see you Friday evenings for a few rounds.

Chris Cardwell (10)

Alex Dewar (21)

Clive Woolley (1)

Libero Pardini (15)

Keith Rice (5)

Craig Anderson (14)

Lynton McLoughlin (3)

Brian Noik (20)

Rodney Gray (13)

Peter Aneck-Hahn (29)

Maurice Rosenberg (27)

Jan-Willem Wielsma (10)

Trevor Hatherell (26)

Ronald Gradidge (13)

Neville Forssman (24)

Athol Stewart (1)

Junaid Bodhania (17)

Jonathan Epstein (2)

Casper Oelofse (15)

John Dreyden (29)

Keith Schröder (25)

Brendan Seery (3)

Mary-lou Pope (5)

Dean Simon (15)
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EVENTS

2022 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(Subject to amendment - See Magazine, Website, and noticeboard for current information)

June
Sunday 26th German cars 

July
Sunday 31st Italian Day 

August
10-14th Magnum Rally 

Sunday 28th Annual General Meeting and your Favourite Car/Bike 

September
Sunday 25th American Cars and Buick, Cadillac and Oldsmobile Club 

October
8 – 9th VVC Fun Run 

Sunday 30th Bike Day with the VMC and CMC 

November
Sunday 27th Sports Cars and Motor Bikes
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VVC 
MAY 2022 
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NURSING 
THOUGHTS
Anne Askew

CARING FOR THE AGED

Where to start when your loved-one needs a helping 
hand

It’s often hard to pinpoint the moment that care becomes 
essential - symptoms come and go and issues can creep 
up on you just when everything seems fine. But acting 
early and having a plan in place is key.

Asking for help is a sign of strength not weakness

Have you noticed your parents or elderly loved-ones 
are starting to struggle with their normal routines? From 
small things like struggling to lift pots to more concerning 
things like regularly missing appointments or needing a 
hand to wash and clean properly - if you have, it might be 
time to consider getting help.

They might still be able to get on ok for now but leaving 
it too late to get help can have serious consequences. If 
you only start to think about care after a crisis stops them 
from being able to look after themselves - like a bad fall 
or a stroke - your options might be limited and a move to 
a care home feels inevitable.

Being boxed into a corner like this could mean upending 
your parents’ lives, and often yours too, by forcing you 
to make choices that could cause a lot of unhappiness. 
Perhaps your parents might not be ready to move into an 
old-age home - or they simply might not want to.

And needing a little help doesn’t make someone helpless. 
Not being able to lift a pot doesn’t take away your ability 
to cook the family’s favourite dish the way that only you 
can. Finding it difficult to drive doesn’t stop you reading 
bedtime stories.

Considering care and making a plan

We all only want the best for our loved-ones, and you may 
be wondering how to go about getting the

help that gives you peace of mind without taking away 
your parent’s independence or compromising on the as-
sistance they need. 

The best way to start unpacking the topic and uncovering 
the questions and complexities - which change makes us 
face head-on sometimes - is to include everybody right 
from the start. Often, well-intentioned adult children will 
forge ahead in making key decisions for their parents.

• Should we sell our parents’ house and move them
 closer to us?
• Should we live together and how will that change 
 everybody’s routines?
• Do we need full-time or only part-time care?
• How will that change over time as needs go up 
 and down?
• Should they move to a residential facility?
• What is the cost of care now and in the future?
• How do we know that a particular carer can be 
 relied on and trusted?

These are all questions that have long-term impacts. To 
answer without understanding what everyone wants is 
asking for trouble down the line when the going gets 
tough. Sure, there may be differences in opinion to begin 
with and resistance to change is natural - but it’s worth it 
in the long run to take your time if you can.

Peace of mind is key for everyone

 There is no one-size-fits-all when it comes to care but we 
believe that most of us, including our parents, would pre-
fer to live in our own homes for as long as possible.

At the same time, you want to know that your parents 
are safe, supported and maintaining a good quality of life 
and they want to know they still have value and are not 
thought of as a burden to others.

Families who find themselves in the position of needing 
help but want a gentler and slower transition from self-suf-
ficiency to full-blown care are 
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NURSING 
THOUGHTS
Anne Askew

usually well suited to home-based care.

Too much care can make strong people feel molly-cod-
dled and wrapped in cotton-wool. 

Getting just a little bit of help, particularly in the early 
stages, can go a long way in keeping your parents happy, 
healthy and at peace in their own home.

A person-cantered approach

At Sister Anne we believe that people’s needs should be 
at the centre of decision making. It means that your par-
ents can remain independent - with just the right amount 
and the right type of support from caring individuals who 
understand what help they need.

By focusing on people, we combine care with genuine 
companionship so that being with a carer - at home, at the 
shops, or going to appointments - doesn’t feel like having 
a warden. Instead, the carer is an ally who’s there arm-in-
arm to make sure they’re not struggling.

We start every conversation about care with “How can we 
help?”

We believe wholeheartedly in care that fits around your 
life like a well-tailored jacket. It’s care that can be adjusted 
as your needs change and is delivered by top-class carers 
backed-up by our office team. Having a team on stand-by 
is so important because there’s always someone you can 
count on to help.

We have many years of experience helping families ar-
range the care and support that’s right for them.

Anne 
“Safely Cared For”

Sister Anne Askew
Cell: +27 82 604 5806

Email: anne@sisteranne.co.za 

Website: www.sisteranne.co.za
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This trio covers a wide range of tasks for minimal spend

Brute force is required when making things from scratch. 
Steel requires percussive persuasion to bend. Multiple 
types of hammers are best but not everyone has the space 
or cash for a hammer toolbox in addition to the toolbox 
for everything else. It’s also overkill for most home shops. 
Have at least three, though: a big one for moving metal, a 
medium one for fine-tuning, and a small one for tasks that 
require high accuracy.

Cardboard

The author recently used a few sheets of cardboard to 
map which holes I needed to drill in his van floor. 

SEVEN FABRICATION TOOLS THAT BELONG IN YOUR 
GARAGE

You’re more likely to replace a part than to repair it, but 
at some point, your DIY journey will require you either to 
create something from scratch or to modify a piece for the 
perfect fit. Welcome to basic fabrication. It’s a wonderful 
thing to practice and become good at. Here are seven 
fabrication tools that belong in any DIYer’s garage.

Heat

A gas torch like this can be found at almost any Build-
er’s or at Takealot. Be sure to grab an extra bottle just 
in case—running out mid-project sucks. Not as hot as an 
oxy-acetylene setup, but enough to break loose fasteners 
or create smooth bends in stock materials. 

The addition of heat is your best friend when working with 
most materials. A propane torch will help you to bend 
metal and supply the power to solder. The next step from 
this would be a full oxy/acetylene setup, which, for a home 
shop, falls just below a superpower. It also requires a lot 
more care to use, but when you can cut, weld, and heat-
treat or anneal stock, taking the time to learn the proper 
techniques is worthwhile.

Big (or small) Hammer

COOKIE 
CUTTERS
Aubrey Malden

WHAT’S IN THE 
TOOL BOX 

TODAY? 
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Sturdy Vice

A study vice is mandatory for any workbench. 
While a lot of cool things have been built using nothing 
but the shop floor and rudimentary tools, a vice is para-
mount to safe and productive shop time. A good bench 
vice, properly bolted to your workbench, is also a de facto 
press and anvil, and can last two lifetimes if maintained. 
Maintenance is simple: Keep the threaded rod clean of 
debris and ensure it’s well-greased. Buy once, cry once 
in the case of this tool. Good vices are pricey, but again, 
they last.

A set of soft jaws are nice to have for holding pieces with-
out marring them. You can purchase ready-made ones, or 
just cut some aluminium angle.

Files

No – not paper folders

When the delivery van backs up in your driveway, it’s often 
the part inside the box that is most exciting. However, 
those over a certain age probably have a box hanging 
around their house simply because it’s just a nice box, 
okay? A sheet of cardboard is a DIYer’s unsung hero. There 
are few things easier to work with when making templates, 
protecting surfaces, or sketching a quick drawing to con-
firm your plans. Cardstock in a large sheet can be a good 
substitute—it’s easier to store and, since it’s thinner, easier 
to manipulate—but you’re less likely to have it on hand 
than an unused box. Why buy when you could repurpose?

Drill

A cordless drill, drill block, good set of bits, and cutting 
fluid are a great starter kit for putting holes in stock

No matter what you are going to make, odds are that the 
finished product will need at least one hole. While having 
a drill press is nice, those machines take up bench or floor 
space—and for most of us, space is at a premium. A hand 
drill may be as good as it gets. Stack the odds in your fa-
vour by having a drill block, centre punch, and cutting oil 
on hand. These will ensure you get nice, squarely drilled 
holes in just the spot you want without destroying your 
drill bits.

COOKIE 
CUTTERS
Aubrey Malden

WHAT’S IN THE 
TOOL BOX 

TODAY? 
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COOKIE 
CUTTERS
Aubrey Malden

WHAT’S IN THE 
TOOL BOX 

TODAY? 

Safety is paramount with an angle grinder, because things 
can go sideways extremely fast. Eye and ear protection are 
absolute minimum but really a face shield, heavy gloves, 
and an apron are best. Also be aware that a grinder can 
throw debris across even the largest shops. Either cover 
up what you don’t want covered in shrapnel, or work in an 
area where nothing needs to stay clean.

Kyle Smith / Hagerty

Big cuts are one thing. Tuning them up or removing small 
amounts of material from them is another. Between a 
hacksaw and a file, a dedicated DIYer can create really 
good-quality brackets or mounts. Files also allow you to 
clean up OEM or replacement parts for an extra-tidy re-
pair. Grab a couple different sizes and shapes to make 
sure you can adapt to whatever component crosses the 
bench. A word of warning, however: Files are made from 
very hard material, which means they are also very brittle. 
Be sure to properly store and care for what you buy.

Angle Grinder

Start with a corded angle grinder, since they are the most 
heavy-duty and dependable versions. Later, you may 
want to upgrade to a cordless, which is really handy. 

Nothing beats an angle grinder at serious material remov-
al and clean-up. A 4.5-inch disc grinder provides many 
options for varying degrees of aggressiveness. With time, 
discs will accumulate in your toolbox, ranging from a brass 
wire brush to 36-grit flap wheel.
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TRIBUTE TO JOHN MEEKS

Born 30 September 1935 in Devonport, England.  Came 
with his parents in 1952 to Johannesburg, South Africa 
and finished his schooling at King Edward, Houghton.  
Served his apprenticeship with the Johannesburg agency 
for Thornicroft trucks, under watchful eye of his father. 

Possessed with a natural ability to understand all things 
mechanical and a retentive mind which remained with him 
through all the years.  He was a fountain of knowledge for 
all things with wheels and wings.  Someone who could 
come up with answers to often perplexing problems one 
encounters with many things across the spectrum of me-
chanical and electrical issues.  

A great sense of humour and a good friend to me as a 
young man with similar background and similar Morgan 
we had in our early twenties and diced with, when we first 
met.  What a friend and what a likeminded pal.  I must 
confess his car was just a little bit faster than mine, he 
taught me such a lot.  He had a sharp, quick but safe driv-
ing style.  He knew how to get the best out of his “steed”.

  

     

John Meeks

In other aspects of life, he had a successful business career 
spending a good number of years in Rhodesia a Branch Man-
ager for a large Jo’burg company – Robertson Engineering.  

John Allison

He also acquired a rather hot TR3 which he successfully 
raced and rallied.  He met and married his beloved wife, 
Aileen, who rallied a Sunbeam Rapier. John and Aileen 
eventually settled down in Jo’burg with their family of 3, 
Karen, Susan and Robin, all of whom caught the motoring 
bug.

John and Aileen continued their rallying activities in South 
Africa as competitors and organisers.  He joined the VVC 
Club circa1967 and was always proactive in club events.  
He was elected Chairman in 1985.

He was also a highly successful go-cart racer and an expert 
builder and tuner of go-carts, winning many events.  

TRIBUTE TO 
JOHN MEEKS
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John’s brilliant mind and memory bank could answer 90% 
of my queries on how to overcome technical issues with 
the old cars I work on.  The other 10% he’ll come up with 
the answer the next day.  WHAT A MIND!  John Meeks a 
very comprehensive human being.   

I had the pleasure to share a lively phone conversation 
with him 20minutes before he “sailed away” on that Sun-
day morning the 28th June 2022.

Many fine cars were owned and built by John over the 
years including a glorious XK140 Jaguar, “Deep Maroon” 
and much loved by the children (their favourite car).  John 
would often show up in some most interesting and often 
quite rare cars.  I recall a beautiful 6 cylinder black, Fiat 
Coupe and a huge Armstrong Siddely Saloon, to mention 
but a few.  Sunbeams, of course, he was greatly involved 
with, Rapier, Alpines etc.  He was Chairman of the Sun-
beam Club 4 times and was instrumental in organising the 
first Dam Busters Fun Run.

John and Aileen were also keen Piston Ring Members, 
John the Dating Officer and Committee Member.

A move down to Sedgefield for the couple occurred in 
about 2013, ostensibly 
to settle into retire-
ment!!??  John Meeks 
TO RETIRE – OH NO!  
More cars come and 
go.  He reunites with 
his old friend Sherry 
Renfield of Sedgefield 
Classic Cars and also 
pursues his other in-
terest building Model 
boats and aircraft.

His still skilful hands doing magnificent work.

TRIBUTE TO 
JOHN MEEKS
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John Allison 
On behalf of Karen, Susan and Robin and Family
And of course, his many friends.

TRIBUTE TO 
JOHN MEEKS
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from the beginning of the next year licence duty would 
be £12 10s.

Dark, deserted streets were the norm, made even worse 
in the capital by thick “peasouper” fogs

At least petrol rationing had ceased in May 1950, but in-
dividually branded fuels would not be available before 
1953. Until then, drivers were obliged to use govern-
ment-controlled “pool petrol”, which came in “commer-
cial” or “private” forms and was often unfavourably com-
pared with paraffin. In 1952, 191,037 “private cars” were 
registered, and some owners had placed an order five or 
even six years earlier. Many wore the badges of marques 
that no longer exist – Alvis, Armstrong Siddeley, Austin, 
Hillman, Humber, Jowett, Lanchester, Lea-Francis, Morris, 
Riley, Rover, Singer, Standard, Sunbeam-Talbot, Triumph 
and Wolseley among their number.

Imported vehicles were rare as they attracted swingeing 
duties; this resulted in Citroën assembling its line-up in 
Slough. Nevertheless, you might occasionally encounter 
a Renault 4CV when queuing for your meat ration, and 
although new Volkswagen Beetles were unavailable in the 
UK, Colbourne Garage of Ripley distributed second-hand 
examples.

As for creature comforts, heaters were the province of more 
expensive models, while buyers were still getting to grips 
with new-fangled technology such as windscreen washers. 
A starting handle was still a common fitting; hand-cranking 
a recalcitrant Vanguard was essential for many drivers’ au-
tumn almanac.

The Queen watches four-year-old Prince Charles driving 
a fetching green Austin J40 pedal car in the grounds of 
Balmoral during the year of her accession

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE – WITH PETROL AT 
FOUR SHILLINGS A GALLON

To look at a picture of any almost British road scene tak-
en in 1952 is to marvel at the lost realm, one in which 
motorways and parking meters lay six years in the future. 
Commercial vehicles were restricted to a 30mph speed 
limit, seat belts were for aeroplanes and The Highway 
Code still contained drawings of an Alfred Hitchcock 
lookalike demonstrating the correct signals to be used by 
the drivers of horse-drawn vehicles. No summer outing 
in the Hillman Minx would be complete without a picnic 
hamper filled with meat-paste sandwiches and a tartan 
rug, while you would be wise to invest £4 12s 6d in a Lu-
cas fog lamp to cope with London’s “pea souper” fogs in 
the winter months.

Seventy years ago, there were 2,521,000 cars on the 
road, compared with 35 million at the end of 2021. Of the 
448,000 vehicles produced by the British motor industry 
in 1952, manufacturers allocated 308,942 units for export.

On January 29, R A Butler, the chancellor of the excheq-
uer, announced restrictions on the production of motor 
vehicles for the home market. By March, he further down-
hearted motorists with the news that an increase of tax 
on petrol, with prices ranging from 4s 2¾d to 4s 3¼d per 
gallon and that 

A TRIP DOWN 
MEMORY LANE
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Newcastle may be bustling with cars now, but in the early 
1950s most vehicles were pre-war models

Your friendly local Morris dealer would tell you that the 
Minor – the nation’s best-selling car – now featured two 
windscreen wipers as standard, as befitting a “Quality 
First” Cowley product. The basic version cost £631, the 
equivalent of 20 months’ wages for the average worker, 
and while a prospective owner might have contemplated 
hire purchase, they would still need to pay a one-third 
deposit.

An alternative was to scour the classified section of Au-
tocar for a tempting second-hand model. The advertise-
ments frequently contained telephone numbers reminis-
cent of an Agatha Christie novel – “1939 Standard Flying 
Twelve. One lady owner. Call FITzroy 5943 for details” or 
“1934 Singer Nine. Beautifully maintained. Hamble 43 
(evenings)”.

Another option was to visit your local bombsite motor 
trader where a young Arthur Daley might sell you a hand-
some 1937 Vauxhall 25 for only 50 guineas, and no ques-
tions asked. Such 1930s cars remained familiar sights until 
the advent of the MOT roadworthiness test in 1960, and 
they were 

also frequently in a dire state of repair, seemingly expiring 
en masse on any heaving A-road to the coast (no motor-
ways, remember).

A few US brands – and long-lost UK marques – at the 
Earls Court Motor Show

The highlight of 1952 for many drivers was the London 
Motor Show at Earls Court, which opened on October 22. 
Debutants included the Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire 346 
and Humber Super Snipe MkIV. On the Wolseley stand, 
the latest 4/44 was more accessible at £844, and it boast-
ed decidedly contemporary bodywork created by Gerald 
Palmer.

‘Above all, there was  a sense that post-war austerity was 
on  the wane’

The Healey Motor Company stand featured the Hun-
dred, so named for its top speed; the little roadster so 
impressed Leonard Lord, the chairman of the all-powerful 
British Motor Corporation (BMC), that by the end of the 
show it had become part of the conglomerate and bore 
the brand name Austin-Healey. Another star of Earls Court 
was Standard-Triumph’s prototype 20TS, which founded 
the TR sports car family. However, many a traditionalist 
was aghast that Rolls-Royce had fallen prey to an Ameri-
can motoring trend and now offered automatic transmis-
sion sourced from General Motors.

A TRIP DOWN 
MEMORY LANE
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Tea was still rationed until October 1952

Above all, there was a sense that post-war austerity was 
on the wane. The president of the Society of Motor Man-
ufacturers and Traders, Mr Henry Spurrier, announced the 
public could “begin to see signs of getting a car if they 
want one”. For the past seven years, buyers were obliged 
to sign a Covenant that they would agree not to sell with-
in a fixed period, and by 1952 this was as long as two 
years. Buyers also had to declare their need for a par-
ticular vehicle. This newspaper reported on April 18 that 
“Dealers will give preference to doctors, midwives and 
veterinary surgeons, then to business and professional us-
ers and compassionate cases. Firms, companies and us-
ers of fleets of vehicles come next where there is ‘urgent 
need’.” Fortunately, by November of 1952, this covenant 
no longer applied to all models, and it would be abol-
ished entirely by January 1953.

The Morris Minor was Britain’s best-selling car, despite 
the imperative to export

My First Car – Ed.

And perhaps the one news report and one advertisement 
illustrate the sheer remoteness of 1952. The former con-
cerns a Stockport motorist who was fined 10 shillings for 
fitting aftermarket amber flashing indicators to his van, for 
this was a bold step at a time of trafficators and hand-sig-
nalling. An AA spokesman told the press: “In our view, 
flashing direction indicators have not yet been sufficiently 
tried in this country for a balanced opinion to be formed 
on their usefulness.”
The latter informed the readers of The Motor that the 
Wolseley 6/80 was “a car of character and standing and 
its possession implies both in its owner”. In other words, 
lesser machines were the province of spivs and coun-
ter-jumpers.

It was indeed another world.

Andrew Roberts / The Telegraph / found by Joe Gates

A TRIP DOWN 
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OUR OLDEST “MADE 
IN SA” TOYOTA

OUR OLDEST “MADE IN SA” TOYOTA 

Arguably the oldest “made in South Africa” Toyota in 
running order – a 1963 Toyopet Stout – has found a new 
home at the Toyota Museum of Nico and Tanya Fourie in 
Klerksdorp. Dr Doeke Tromp, of Pretoria, says that after a 
relationship of 58 years with the Toyopet Stout he has de-
cided that it is time for it to go to a new home. He found 
that new home recently when reading the February 2022 
edition of CAR magazine which had a feature on the Fou-
rie’s ever-expanding museum in Klerksdorp.

“I am now 72 and realise I need to scale down my classic 
car collection and its related activities so it made sense 
to sell the bakkie to somebody who will appreciate it and 
its important place in South African automotive history,” 
explained Tromp, a former university lecturer and chief fi-
nancial officer at several large institutions. 

“My father bought the Stout in December 1963, but it 
was first registered in January 1964. Toyota South Africa 
was founded in 1961 and these newcomers to the South 
African market were first imported from Japan as built-up 
units, but ‘our’ Stout was assembled by Motor Assemblies 
in Durban. 

“Assembly of the Stout RK45 model began at Motor 
Assemblies in Durban in 1962 and then in 1963 the im-
proved RK100 with a 1900cc engine and twin headlights 
went into local production. This is the model my father 
bought. The retail price was R1 770, which was very rea-
sonable for a bakkie that could carry a load of 1.5-ton 
while the popular 

American Ford, Dodge, Chevrolet, and GMC bakkies were 
only rated at three-quarters of a ton.

“Our Toyopet Stout served a very productive life on my fa-
ther’s poultry farm as well as providing transport at various 
building projects in Vereeniging. I also used it when doing 
my test for a driver’s licence in 1968,” added Tromp.

“The well-used bakkie was given a basic repaint in the same 
light blue colour in the early 1980s, along with the load box 
being reconditioned and the upholstery re-trimmed. 

“The Stout was inherited by my sister as part of the poultry 
farm’s property following my father’s death in 1990. When my 
sister emigrated to New Zealand in 1996 my sons suggested 
that we acquire the Stout in memory of their grandfather. It 
was then used as daily transport by my sons during their stud-
ies at university and later used on our farm in Ventersdorp.

“The Toyopet was retired to Pretoria when I sold the Ven-
tersdorp farm in 2017 and I began a nut-and-bolt restora-
tion. I had the body resprayed in the original colour and I 
am immensely proud of the restoration to its original ap-
pearance, while the bakkie still does 16 km/h in first gear 
and 110 km/h in fourth with an unopened engine!
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“Even in its retirement my son, Jan-Hendri, found a use 
for the Stout in 2018. He was the facilitator of a Deloitte 
strategic planning session for Toyota SA executives and 
used the bakkie as a prop. There was an artist drawing 
on a whiteboard during the discussions and his illustra-
tions include a rendition of the Toyopet with Andrew Kir-
by, President, and CEO of Toyota SA Motors, behind the 
bakkie’s steering wheel!” added Tromp.

“I am pleased that the Stout now resides among many 
other Toyota products in an environment where this fa-
mous Japanese brand is held in high regard and that it will 
be well cared for in its final retirement!” concluded Tromp.

The Toyopet Stout story

The Toyopet Stout was an important product for the 
fledgling Toyota company in Japan when it was launched 
in 1954, sharing its chassis with the two-ton Dyna light 
truck. It remained in production in its original form until 
1960 and was sold only in the Japanese domestic market 
where its main competitor was the Nissan Junior. 

The second-generation Stout went into production in 
1960 and a year later an example of this model was sent 
to South Africa for evaluation by industrialist Dr Albert 
Wessels who asked an employee, Hennie Klerck, to go to 
Durban to do the actual test driving. The vehicle was then 
driven to Johannesburg for further tests, after which Klerck 
believed this pick-up could be a winner in South Africa, 

The first shipment of 10 Stouts arrived in Durban in Janu-
ary 1962 and were all sold at the coast because the 1.5-li-
tre engine was considered too low powered for Highveld 
conditions. The second shipment arrived in October 1962,

and these were fitted with an enlarged 1.9-litre engine, 
while quad headlights were an external identifier. Local as-
sembly of imported kits, with a measure of local content, 
began at Motor Assemblies in Durban in June 1963.

This model continued virtually unchanged until 1968 with 
running changes limited to the engine capacity going out 
to 2-litres, the addition of vent windows, more comfortable 
seats, a redesigned instrument binnacle and wider grille. 
The brand name was also changed from Toyopet to Toyota.

The third generation Stout arrived in May 1979 when the 
cramped cab was replaced by a standard Hilux cab with 
widened mudguards, but still used the truck-type chassis. 
Production of the original Stout basically ceased in 1986 
when it was all but replaced by the Land Cruiser at the top 
end and the Hilux at the lower end, although small volumes 
of the Stout continued to be built in South Africa for a group 
of loyal customers until 1989. Cumulative sales amounted 
to just over 30 000 units in the 28 years this model was on 
the local market.

Roger Houghton

OUR OLDEST “MADE 
IN SA” TOYOTA
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TALE OF A 
FAIRLADY 

We Restore,We Buy,We Sell
CLASSIC CAR CENTRE

1977 Mercedes Benz 450SL

2009 Aston Martin DB91987 BMW 318i E30

1972 Fiat 124 Sport

6 Oscar Street,Hughes, Boksburg
www.route101ccc.co.za

011 397 1207 / 072 687 8783
sales@route101ccc.co.za 

Classic Car Trading
Restorations
Service & Maintenance
Classic Spares

A few of our selection
 
          of vehicles available.

1960 234, SO 23 VW Westfalia
Camper
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100 YEARS OF 
JAGUAR – PART 2
THE STORY OF JAGUAR - PART 2

In 1952, following a flippant remark from Jaguar test driv-
er Leslie Johnson, who had recently completed a one-
hour test averaging an astonishing 212km/h (“the car felt 
so good it could have gone on for another week”) Jaguar 
unveiled the XK120 Fixed Head Coupe.

Johnson, along with Stirling Moss, Bert Hadley and 
Jack Fairman, drove the XK120 FHC non-stop for sev-
en days and seven nights, covering a total of 16,851.73 
miles (27,120.23 km) at an average speed of 100.31mph 
(161.43km/h), breaking numerous records along the way.

In 1951, Jaguar was relocated to Daimler’s Browns Lane 
plant in Coventry, where the larger space allowed greater 
production numbers so the growing company could meet 
demand and gradually expand to more markets.

The success of the XK120 in racing prompted the devel-
opment of the C-Type race car, using the production car’s 
running gear.

The aluminium body was designed by aerodynamicist 
Malcolm Sayer who joined Jaguar with a background in 
the aircraft industry, while the lightweight tubular frame 
was developed by highly skilled engineers Bob Knight 
and William Heynes.

The C-Type won on its debut at the 1951 Le Mans 24 
Hour, and after suffering from overheating in 1952, an up-
dated version with 164kW (220hp) engine and disc brakes 
on all four wheels finished first, second, fourth and ninth 
at the 1953 Le Mans race.

While the C-Type was winning races, the talented team 
of Heynes, Knight and Sayer, worked hard for 18 months 
developing its successor.

The new D-Type featured a revolutionary monocoque chas-
sis inspired by aircraft design, an updated dry-sump XK6 
engine producing 182kW (245hp) and a low-drag body dis-
tinguished by stunning curves and a vertical tail fin.

At the 1954 Le Mans, the D-Type was faster than the rival 
V12-powered Ferrari 375 Plus, even though it was consid-
erably less powerful.

After a very close battle, the D-Type finished second, suf-
fering from fuel filter problems (allegedly due to contami-
nated fuel), with a privately raced C-Type finishing fourth.

The first Le Mans victory for the improved D-Type came 
the following year with drivers Mike Hawthorn and Ivor 
Bueb, but it was inevitably overshadowed by an horrific 
accident that killed 84 spectators, sparking rival Mercedes 
to withdraw from all motorsport.

In 1956, a privately owned D-Type took the overall victory 
against the likes of Ferrari and Aston Martin however the 
most memorable moment in Jaguar’s racing history would 
take place at the 1957 Le Mans 24 Hour, where privateer 
D-Types finished in first, second, third, fourth and sixth, 
dominating the race.
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Having announced its temporary retirement from racing (as 
a factory team) at the end of 1956, Jaguar converted the 
remaining D-Type race -cars to road-going specification.

The XKSS was very closely related to its racing sister, but 
featured a full-size windscreen, side screens, a folding fab-
ric roof, and chromed bumpers, while the vertical fin was 
removed.

A limited production run of 25 units was scheduled, but 
a catastrophic fire in February 1957, destroyed almost a 
third of the Browns Lane factory together with scores of 
cars including nine examples of the rare XKSS.

During the 1950s, Jaguar’s premium sedans also enjoyed 
quite a success in racing. The Mark VII won the Daily Ex-
press International Trophy at Silverstone five years in a 
row (1952-1956) with driving legends like Moss and Mike 
Hawthorn behind the wheel, while the updated Mark VII 
M sedan with 142kW (190hp) engine, won the 1956 Mon-
te Carlo Rally.

All those victories brought a lot of attention to the small 
British manufacturer, resulting in increased orders. Jaguar 
kept improving its model range with the more comforta-
ble and more powerful XK140 (1954) and XK150 (1957) 
sports cars in both roadster and coupe body styles, as well 
as the more luxurious Mark VIII (1956) and Mark IX (1959) 
sedans, which retained very competitive pricing while 
benefiting from the upgraded versions of the venerable 
XK6 engine.

A big breakthrough in the company’s sales figures, came 
with the introduction of the compact sports sedan widely 
known as the Mark 2 in 1959.

The model was an improved version of the 2.4-litre (Mark 
1) launched in 1955, and featured a rigid and light uni-
body construction, sub-frame mounted independent 
front suspension, disc brakes, and a range of straight-six 
engines (2.4-, 3.4- and 3.8-litre), all of which provided ex-
ceptional performance and handling, previously unknown 
to the sedan market.

At the same time, the stylish exterior combined with the 
roomy cabin featuring premium materials and enlarged 
windows, contributed to the ideal implementation of the 
‘Grace, Space, Pace’ slogan introduced by Sir William Ly-
ons in the 1950s.

The fastest version of the Mark 2 was equipped with the 
3.8-litre engine producing 164kW (220hp) of power, al-
lowing a 0-97km/h acceleration of 8.5 seconds and a top 
speed of 125mph (201km/h).

With those specifications, there weren’t a lot of cars in 
the 1960s that could keep up with a Mark 2, making it the 
perfect choice for bank robbers, racing drivers, celebrities 
and the police. From 1959 until 1967, more than 90,000 
examples of the Mark 2 left the factory in a number of 
different versions, making it very hard for Jaguar to find 
a successor.

Thanos Pappas / drive.com.au

100 YEARS OF 
JAGUAR – PART 2
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DEAUX 
CHEVEAUX
SEVEN DECADES OF THE CITROEN 2CV

Part IV

It is now more than three decades since the final Citro-
en 2CV was assembled in Portugal. So, as we mark the 
anniversary of the ending of 2CV production, let’s take a 
basket of eggs across a ploughed field to celebrate the 
life of the ‘tin snail’ post 1960s. 

Last French-built 2CV

The 2CV continued to sell well in the UK, Germany and 
Belgium, but its time in the French sun was nearly over. 
The last French-built 2CV left the Levallois-Perret plant in 
1988, bringing to an end four decades of production. The 
final French 2CV (not pictured) was a 2CV6 Special deliv-
ered to Roger Brioult. Sadly, the car was stolen from his 
house in 2012 and was later found burnt out. Roger died 
a week after learning about the theft of his beloved 2CV.

Last ever 2CV

The last ever Citroen 2CV rolled off the production line 30 
years ago in July 1990, with a special ceremony held to 

mark the occasion. According to the excellent Ran When 
Parked, the last 2CV – a two-tone grey Charleston – was 
purchased by Claude Herbert, the manager of the Man-
gualde plant in Portugal. The equally excellent Citroenet 
website claims that five additional 2CV Special models 
were built the following week.

Special editions

There were no shortage of special editions throughout the 
2CV’s life, including the hugely successful Charleston, as 
seen here. In fact, it was so successful, the Charleston be-
came a regular production model and remained on sale 
until the point at which the 2CV was withdrawn from sale. 
Other special editions include the Dolly, Beachcomber 
and 2CV-007.

James Bond

The 2CV-007 was based on the 2CV6 and launched to 
commemorate the car’s memorable appearance in the 
film For Your Eyes Only. Unlike the movie car, it didn’t 
feature the 1,015cc engine from the Citroen GS, but the 
bullet hole decals were presented to the owner to apply.
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Special missions

As if to prove that the 2CV can handle more than just a 
ploughed field, the Deux Chevaux has been present on 
many adventures. Mountain expeditions, commando du-
ties for the Royal Navy, on call with UNICEF, and as an 
effective means to cross the spongy soil of Dutch polders, 
the Citroen 2CV has been there and done that.

UK-built Citroen 2CV

Surprisingly, the Citroen 2CV was also built at the old fac-
tory in Slough, using French mechanicals and bodies, but 
seats, trim, glass, lights and tyres from the UK. There were 
a number of visual changes, such as the bonnet badge 
and a choice of colours not available in France. Sadly, it 
was too expensive, and Citroen was forced into trans-
forming the 2CV into the Bijou.

Acknowledgments: Citroen: Daring to be Different, by 
John Reynolds; Citroenet.org.uk; Ran When Parked; Le 
Double Chevron.

Motoring Research
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FROM THE DESK 
OF SAVVA – 24

25 April 2022

THE IMPORTANCE OF VSR’S FOR EVENTS

What are VSR’s? They are the rules that have been specifically adopted for the old car / motorcycle movement 

in Southern Africa known as “Standing Supplementary Regulations“ ( VSR’s ). These rules have been adopted 

under guidance from Motorsport South Africa, for the management and control of “approved regulated com-

petitive events“ that are organised in Southern Africa. The VSR’s must be applied / interpreted together with 

the “General Competition Rules (GCR’s) which are issued annually by Motorsport SA

A complete current up to date set of “Standing Supplementary Regulations “(VSR’s) is available on SAVVA’s 

web page. It is imperative that all SAVVA Affiliated Clubs that organise competitive events and their members 

that participate in such events familiarise themselves with the VSR’s.

It is a prerequisite that all Clubs organising a SAVVA approved event strictly apply the VSR’s in their entirety. This 

is emphasized in the introduction to the VSR’s that “These regulations (VSR’s) will apply to all events held 
under the waiver granted by Motorsport South Africa to SAVVA affiliated Clubs and are applicable only 
to competitors driving vehicles accepted by SAVVA in terms of its Constitution”.

The following VSRs require special mention,

VSR 3. ACQUAINTANCE WITH AND SUBMISSION TO THE RULES Every person or group of persons 
organising a competition or taking part therein shall by doing so .... And upon entering for a SAVVA 
sanctioned competition / event be deemed to have, and recognise that they have, inter alia made them-
selves acquainted with the GCRs of MSA, the VSRs of SAVVA and the SRs pertaining to the event, AND 
to have submitted themselves without reserve to the consequences resulting from these rules and any 
subsequent alterations thereto.
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VSR 4 (a) must be read in conjunction with VSR 4 (b) detailed below

Effectively no event may be organised without the approval/acknowledgement from SAVVA Motorsport. Should 
a Club organise a non-SAVVA approved event from which a “Public Liability Insurance “claim may arise – then 
the organising club – with the organising committee – will be personally liable for such claim – as any such claim 
will be invalid and rejected by the SAVVA Public Liability Insurers. In addition, should SAVVA become aware of 
such an organised event – it may be cancelled and prohibited from taking place.

VSR 4 (b) The organising or holding of any competition within the territory of MSA – other than in accordance 
with the GCR’s of MSA, shall render every person connected therewith, or taking part therein .......... Liable 
to the consequences and penalties provided by the GCRs

VSR 10. ENTRIES This VSR clearly states that once the intending entrant offers to participate in an event – 
which is then accepted by the organiser’s – he enters into a contract, which binds the competitor to take part 
in the competition for which he has entered, and which binds him/her and the organisers, to all the conditions 
of such an entry.

All Club Members are requested to ensure that their vehicles/motorcycles fully comply with all Road Traffic Act 
and Regulations, in particular that the vehicle/motorcycle’s engine, chassis/frame and license plate numbers are 
legally valid and pertain specifically to the vehicle/motorcycle so entered.

Should this not be the case, the subsequent consequences could be not only far reaching, but punitive for both 
SAVVA and the individual. Should such a vehicle be involved in an accident, the owner/individual could be 
charged and sentenced. In addition, SAVVA’s Insurance Schemes will reject any claim, be it the SAVVA Vehicle 
Owners or Events 3rd Party Insurance Scheme, on the basis of the vehicle not being correctly licensed. It may 
also result in the cancellation of both the SAVVA Vehicle Owners and Public Liability Insurance Schemes.

In addition VSR 12 (a) states that“ the rider/driver – and if applicable the co-driver also, are in possession 
of a valid driver’s licence – not a learner’s license - of a category (code) appropriate to the type (class ) 
of vehicle driven/ridden in the event.

VSR 15 (c) The driver/rider/entrant / owner of the vehicle must certify that he/she accepts the responsibility for 
the roadworthiness AS WELL AS the correct and valid licensing of the particular vehicle in question.

All competitors in tours / regulated rallies must be aware of the important aspects, including VSR 22 (a) Traffic 
Regulations - as detailed below namely.
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“Competitors shall observe all traffic rules and regulations, including speed restrictions, which are in 
force in areas traversed by the event. A competitor will be excluded for the infringement of any traffic 
ordinance or regulation reported to the organisers, prior to the announcement of the provisional results, 
by a traffic officer, police officer or official of the event.”

Competitors shall also observe all traffic rules and regulations, including speed restrictions in force in areas 
traversed by the event as well as VSR 22 (g).

(g) Notwithstanding any penalty imposed in terms of these regulations, MSA or SAVVA MS may take dis-
ciplinary action against the competitor concerned in the case of any breach of traffic regulations whether 
reported by the organisers or by the traffic authorities

VSR 31. STEWARDS – The SAVVA Stewards perform an extremely important role. Clubs are requested to 
ensure their nominated SAVVA and Club Stewards at all times –have a satisfactorily experience and working 
knowledge of the GCRs, VSRs and allied regulations.

All Club Committees as well as their club members are respectfully requested to familiarise themselves with the 
GCRs, VSRs and related regulations. Ignorance of these regulations is not an acceptable excuse, in the event of 
any transgression of such rules.

Keep the OLD wheels rolling!

Regards

Philip Kuschke                                                      John Reidy                                        Gavin Allison
Chairman                                                         Vice Chairman                                President
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VSR’S FOR EVENTS 

What are VSR’s? They are the rules that have been specifically adopted for the old car / 
motorcycle movement in Southern Africa known as “Standing Supplementary Regulations“             
( VSR’s ). These rules have been adopted under guidance from Motorsport South Africa, for the 
management and control of “approved regulated competitive events“ that are organised in 
Southern Africa. The VSR’s must be applied / interpreted together with the “General Competition 
Rules (GCR’s) which are issued annually by Motorsport SA 

A complete current up to date set of “Standing Supplementary Regulations “(VSR’s) is available 
on SAVVA’s web page. It is imperative that all SAVVA Affiliated Clubs that organise competitive 
events and their members that participate in such events familiarise themselves with the VSR’s.  

It is a prerequisite that all Clubs organising a SAVVA approved event strictly apply the VSR’s in 
their entirety. This is emphasized in the introduction to the VSR’s that “These regulations (VSR’s) 
will apply to all events held under the waiver granted by Motorsport South Africa to SAVVA 
affiliated Clubs and are applicable only to competitors driving vehicles accepted by SAVVA in 
terms of its Constitution”. 

The following VSRs require special mention, 

VSR 3. ACQUAINTANCE WITH AND SUBMISSION TO THE RULES   Every person or group of 
persons organising a competition or taking part therein shall by doing so ….  And upon entering 
for a SAVVA sanctioned competition / event be deemed to have, and recognise that they have, 
inter alia made themselves acquainted with the GCRs of MSA, the VSRs of SAVVA and the SRs 
pertaining to the event, AND to have submitted themselves without reserve to the consequences 
resulting from these rules and any subsequent alterations thereto. 
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Keep the OLD wheels rolling! 

 

Regards 
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Chairman    Vice Chairman   President 
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THE FOR SALE TABLE

Don’t forget there is a table at the back of the hall for 
items members would like to dispose of.  

WANTED

Has anyone a single or pair of Signia hearing aids lying 
around unused they would sell?

I have a pair but unfortunately Dawns new puppy ate the 
left one (blue dot). 

Eric 083 700 0171

WANTED

Does anyone have ONE hubcap for the Daimler or ONE 
centre ‘badge’ for the Sovereign? 

Please contact Barbara Broadhurst on 082-336-3949 or 
theheritageworkshop@gmail.com

CLASSIFIED
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SAVVA 
TECHNICAL TIP

 
 

                    SAVVA Technical Tip 174 – 12 to 6 volt conversions 
 

The following very informative article was sent in by Christo 
Tompson. Thanks Christo and apologies for taking so long to publish 

it – let’s blame computers. 
 

 
 
                                         6 Volt Brandstof meters 
 
Met die onlangse aanskaf van ‘n 1946 CJ2 Jeep, het die evaluering van wat alles 
oorgedoen/reggemaak/werk gemaak moet word, begin. 
 
My Jeep is met ‘n Toyota 2C diesel enjin toegerus maar verderaan heeltemal 
standaard. Die enjin voel nogals ‘n plus maar aan die minus kant was die oorspronklike 
meters wat nou op 12 volt funksioneer (of nie funksioneer nie!) 
 
Die ampere meter word nie deur die 12 volt geaffekteer nie. Net so werk die oliedruk-  
asook die temperatuur meters. Hoe, weet nugter maar die hitte dui ‘n konstante 70 
grade celsius aan wanneer hy warm is en die oliedruk wys maksimum wanneer koud, 
wanneer warm laag wanneer hy luier en lekker hoog op spoed.  
 
Soos dit op die oog af lyk, het die “ombouer” bloot die Jeep se meters aan die Toyota 
enjin se senders gekoppel en siedaar...niks het opgeblaas nie. 
 
Die brandstof meter het egter glad nie gewerk nie. Ek het die “sender unit” uit die tenk 
gehaal om te kyk of daar nie dalk fout gekom het nie (hy moes nou diesel aandui in 
plaas van petrol). Die (kurk)flotter het losgekom van die armpie af en het  in stukkies bo-
op die diesel gedryf. Dit is vervang en skoongemaak maar nog steeds niks. 
 
Toe kom die stroombaan aan die beurt ...en Latie [Lategan] se boeke wat toe aandui 
dat die metertjie ‘n volt sensitiewe een is. 12 volt sou hom dus uitbrand! Gelukkig was 
die ombouer nie elektries vaardig nie (ek ook nie) en het die stroombaan totaal verkeerd 
gehad...soveel so dat die stroom nooit by die “sender unit” uitgekom het nie. Daar het 
dus gelukkig nerens stroom gevloei nie. 
 
Maar hoe nou gemaak....sodra die stroombaan gekorrigeer sou wees, sou ek verseker 
die meterjie beskadig het. 
 
‘n Goeie vriend (en kundige) van die (ou ) Kaapse tegnikon (cput), het met ‘n pragtige 
idee vorendag gekom. Volgens hom was hierdie ou tipe voertuie almal met ‘n tipe van 
stroom balanseerder toegerus. Dis om te keer dat die brandstof meter nie meer (of 
minder) wys wanneer mens anders dan gelyk ry nie of wanneer die battery pap is nie. 
 
Maar om dit te bou vir ‘n 12 volt na 6 volt aanwending, is nie onmoontlik nie, maar dis 
nie koste effektief nie. Wat hy voorgestel  het was ‘n verstelbare weerstand. Ek het 

SAVVA TECHNICAL TIP 176 – PAINT CONTAINERS

How often have you opened a tin of touch up paint to find 
out it has hardened and is useless?
Considering the cost of a liter today it’s quite depressing. 
Apart from the cost of the paint, one has to shlep to the 
paint shop to get a new lot. Modern twin pack paints take 
longer to dry-out than cellulous or Duco type paints but, 
still dry out. I was faced with this problem a few months 
ago and just managed to save a liter which was on the 
“way out”.

The problem appears to be the containers the touch-up

paint is supplied in, either the metal or the horrible plastic 
ones don’t seal properly. I looked for an alternative and 
found what could be the answer and that was a plastic 
container from the Plastic Shop. I transferred the paint to 
it with a gollop of thinners. That was over six months ago 
and I’m glad to say that so-far it’s working. The paint is still 
very usable.

The cost of the container was about R100 which wasn’t 
bad considering the cost of the paint and the inconven-
ience of having to go and replace it. In most cases one 
has to take a piece of body work to match the colour one 
needs and has to go back the following day to fetch it.
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VVC 
SUPPLIERS
RECOMMENDED SUPPLIERS

We are drawing up a list of recommended suppliers, please feel free to add to this list or make recommendations, notify me 
on chairman@vvc.co.za

Body repairs and painting
*Shield Panelbeaters, Manny Bairos  (084) 506 7237,

Restorations & General Workshop
* Heritage Workshop, John Allison    (072) 108 4280 / (082) 336 3949
* Charles Goodman  (082) 449 6907
* Tony Watson  (011) 875 2101
 
Dating Club Vehicles
* Eric Mc Quillian

Powder Coating 
*African Powder Coating,  (011) 452 3345
13 Fountain St. Eastleigh, Edenvale. John  

Plating
* African Electroplating  - Peter Posniak  (082) 553 5032

Auto Trimmers:
* Nev’s Auto Trimmers Neville,  (011) 472 0392 / (083) 284 94008 

Engine & gearbox etc. mountings (same day service.)
*Nick Mountings, Wynberg  (082) 445 1489

Seat Springs:  
*Seat, compression, tension springs etc., 
Weblor Springs  (011) 452 8686/7

Instrument Repairs:
*Sports Car Centre, Alan Uzzell  (011) 646 1631
* Nigel Ridley, Clocks and Instrument repairs,  (011) 803 1319

Insurance:
*SAVVA Insurance, 
Glenn Broadhurst,  
Yolande Erasmus Cell: (087) 736 2222 / Fax: (011) 699 0783
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Brake, Clutch & Accelerator, speedo cables
*Cablecraft (011) 394 4865
* Martin Peach (011)787 2995 / (082) 492 7794
9 Hilma Road, Bordeaux

Brake hoses, cables, electric window repairs
*TK Cables (011) 029 5366 / (086) 552 5514
627 Ondekkers Road, Delarey

Piston Rings
*Made to size, Industrial Piston Ring Manuf. 
David Godwin,  (011) 622 2546/7
*Cord Rings (011) 334 9525 
5 Kruis St. Johannesburg

Lenses (reproductions)
*Duke’s Car Lenses  (083) 655 3657

Vintage tyres:
*Jeppe Tyres, Roy Greenburg,  (011) 614 0462 / (082) 491 2025

Refurbishing Woodgrain on steel and wood: 
*Ivan Cotton  (076) 034 9482

Carburettor Services
*Frank Hackney (011) 493 7000
Carburettor Services  frankhackney@mweb.co.za
22 Loveday Street South
Johannesburg

Batteries
Battery Orbit
Le Roux Ave &, Richards Drive
Halfway Gardens, Midrand, 1686
Ask for either Colin or Nielan (011) 466 9411

VVC 
SUPPLIERS
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CONTACTS

VVC COMMITTEE FOR 2020/2021

Chairman/Dating Officer: Brian Noik brian@noik.co.za 082 416 9584
Vice Chair/Regalia: Stephen Martin sentry@netactive.co.za 082 551 8588
Treasurer: Paul Koski paul@koski.co.za 082 442 6662
Memberships: Karen Kaiser karennkaiser@gmail.com 083 307 0581
Bar/Clubhouse: G.  Kaiser karennkaiser@gmail.com 082 777 1818
SAVVA /Events/DJ Rep:   Peter Aneck-Hahn aneck-hahn@mweb.co.za 083 250 5440
Youth/Member Development: Heath Hargreaves heathgh@me.com 083 256 0657       
Events: Martin Kaiser martin.kaiser@menofmetal.co.za 074 563 4061
DJ Finance: Bert Lopes hcsllopes@gmail.com 083 637 5171     
Ex-officio Portfolio Holders
Editor: Brian Askew brian@quaestior.com 082 601 3021
Social Breakfasts: John Hassall jh29@pixie.co.za 011 487 0385

CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence to the club should also be addressed to: info@vvc.co.za

PLEASE NOTE
Deadline for articles for the next issue is the 7th of the previous month

Please do keep your articles coming in. Your contributions are appreciated!
When submitting photographs please ensure that they are high resolution, to do justice to the

pictures, particularly in the printed version.

VINTAGE AND VETERAN CLUB ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 2019/2020
Joining Fee: R125.00 (including Name Badge) Extra name badges R60.00

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS:   
Ordinary Members:  Country Members: (outside of Gauteng)
R600 including monthly printed Newsletter R475 including monthly printed Newsletter
R425 including monthly emailed Newsletter R300 including monthly emailed Newsletter
Honorary Life Members: FREE

Banking Details: Vintage and Veteran Club, Nedbank, Benmore Gardens Branch 197305. 
Account No. 1973 038 617

Affiliated to SAVVA
e-mail: editor@vvc.co.za • website: www.vvc.co.za

mail: P.O. Box 35129, Northcliff, 2115 • clubhouse: 3 Athol Oaklands Road, Oaklands, Johannesburg
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PUNS

SOME PUNS TO HATE YOUR EDITOR BY.

1. The fattest knight at King Arthur’s round table was Sir 
 Cumference. He acquired his size from too much pi.

2. I thought I saw an eye doctor on an Alaskan island, 
 but it turned out to be an optical Aleutian.

3. She was only a whiskey maker, but he loved her still.

4. A rubber band pistol was confiscated from algebra 
 class, because it was a weapon of math disruption.

5. No matter how much you push an envelope, it’ll still 
 be stationery.

6. A dog gave birth to puppies near the road and was 
 cited for littering.

7. A grenade thrown into a kitchen in France would 
 result in Linoleum Blownapart.

8. Two silk worms had a race. They ended up in a tie.

9. A hole has been found in the nudist camp wall. The 
 police are looking into it.

10. Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.

11. Atheism is a non-prophet organization.

12. Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in the hallway. 
 One hat said to the other, “You stay here, I’ll go on a 
 head.”

13. I wondered why the baseball kept getting bigger. 
 Then it hit me.

14. A sign on the lawn at a drug rehab centre said, “Keep 
 off the Grass.”

15. The midget fortune-teller who escaped from prison 
 was a small medium at large.

16. The soldier who survived mustard gas and pepper 
 spray is now a seasoned veteran.

17. A backward poet writes inverse.

18. In a democracy it’s your vote that counts. In 
 feudalism it’s your Count that votes.

19. If you jumped off the bridge in Paris, you’d be in 
 Seine.

20. A vulture boards an airplane, carrying two dead 
 raccoons. The stewardess looks at him and says, “I’m 
 sorry, sir, only one carrion allowed per passenger.”

21. Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly, so they
  lit a fire in the craft. Unsurprisingly it sank, proving 
 once again that you can’t have your kayak and heat 
 it too.

22. Two hydrogen atoms meet. One says, “I’ve lost my 
 electron.” The other says, “Are you sure?” The first 
 replies, “Yes, I’m positive.”

23. Then there was the person who sent ten puns to 
 friends, with the hope that at least one of the puns 
 would make them laugh. No pun in ten did.
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NOTICE 
BOARD

BRAAI

Braai fires are lit on Club Sundays and members are welcome to bring and Braai

EVENTS

The events are published in the newsletter every month and will also be announced at the Sunday Club meeting held 

on the last Sunday of every month. There is a breakfast meet on the 2nd Sunday of the month  at various venues around 

Johannesburg. These are truly enjoyable and kindly arranged by John Hassal. If you would like to be on the invite list for 

these please send John an email on: jh29@pixie.co.za or Karen on: karennkaiser@gmail.com

FACEBOOK

Note that you can also join the club’s Facebook: The Vintage and Veteran Club VVC. It is a closed group. If you join, Paul 

will accept you as a member. There is a lot of other interesting content posted from around the world. Karen Kaiser.

SHIRTS AND REGALIA

Wearing a club shirt. There is a blue short-sleeve shirt with the VVC badge above the pocket and also white polo shirt 

with the VVC badge. They will be on sale at the Sunday Club meetings.

There is – ready for winter – a club sweater with the logo on it. R300.

Also, check our cabinet by the bar entrance for VVC badges to enhance your classic car and person.

If you would like to place an order kindly contact Karen on: karennkaiser@gmail.com

The club encourages you to make use of the newsletter to move some of the belongings you have 

accumulated. With so many members sizing down and moving you are welcome to advertise here. 

Remember “one man’s junk...”
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ADVERTISEMENTS

theheritageworkshop@gmail.com
www.heritageworkshop.org

John 072 108 4280
Barb 082 336 3949
Sam 072 712 0539

135 Whitworth Road
Heriotdale

Johannesburg
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SO  YOU ARE GOING TO COURT,
GOOD LUCK WITH THAT!

Expedited
Arbitration and Mediation

Services

www.arbitrate.co.za
011 442 6662

paul@arbitrate.co.za

ADVERTISE HERE

CONTACT

KAREN

karennkaiser@gmail.com

gifts - jewellery - repairs
watch straps

batteries - watches

Tony & Ann Henen
011 483 2365

Grant Ave, Norwood
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FOR A QUOTATION CONTACT US ON: 
011 885 6600 

admin@roxsure.co.za 
www.roxsure.co.za 
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F r o m  o n l y  R 1 4 9 5 . 0 0 p m

Centrally located in Randburg, close to major arterial routes 

(079) 983-9339

CONTACT US 
FOR A TOUR OF
THE FACILITY

2 factor authenticated access Discrete

24 hour security

Coffee shop, gym on site

Pest control

Complimentary refreshments

Close to Gautrain Bus Service

Located in suburbs

Fire sprinkler system -  SANS 0400

24 hour access all year

24/7 off-site CCTV monitoringFacial recognition

Air Compressor, jumper cables and emergency fuel available

State of the art facilities

DEDICATED VEHICLE

STORAGE  


